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Flower Power!
By Cary Brant

Two years ago I stopped at John C Campbell Folk School (JCCFS) to see the new
Clay Spencer Blacksmith Shop which was opening in two weeks. It had all new
forges, power hammers, and all the hand tools you would ever need to do blacksmithing. I was able to locate the structural beams that were donated from
PAABA, ABA, WRABA, and OVBA. Bill and Elaine’s Fugate also donated funds and
their personal beam is the main structural support for the roof. The pickets made
at Jymm Hoffman’s Workshop were also in place on the balcony and outside
walkway. After my visit, I was encouraged to apply for one of the JCCFS Scholarships which covered the cost of the class. All I
needed to do was answer a few questions, pick out
the class and date, and
supply two letters of recommendation.
I chose to attend “Flowers in Metal” with Bob Alexander. The class started with orientation, tour of
the shop, and safety review. Some of the flowers
we would be making included: tulips, dogwood, iris,
cattails, and calla lilies. We got to work at our own
pace and tried out all the equipment. I was able to
use the plasma cutter, ring welder and Beverly
shear which was helpful. Bob Alexander gave permission to have his instructions on the dogwood
flower reprinted. He is a very gifted and talented
instructor, I recommend taking his class if you have
the opportunity or any class at JCCFS.

Dogwood Flower
1. Draw or trace pattern on sheet metal, choices
are varied as there are blacksmiths. Some possibilities are 16 or 18 gauge steel, copper, or brass.
2. Drill a 1/4” hole in the center and a 3/16” hole
at the end of each side cuts.
3. Cut the pattern out using snips, cold cut chisel,
band saw or Beverly shear. File or belt sand any
burrs or irregular points so lobes are smooth.
4. Using a curved fuller, forge three grooves on
each side of the petals.
5. Clamp the tips of the lobes into the vise with the
notched angle iron tool. Using a round edge fuller to
forge the cups into the end of each lobe.
6. Using a small rounding hammer or ball peen, forge the
flower over a swage or wood
stump for shape.
Drill 1/4 “ hole in center

Drill 3/16” hole and end of
each side cut.
Use this tool for step #5.

